Location, location, location.

By all accounts, you’d be hard-pressed to find a more beautiful place than the rain-drenched forests of Southern Oregon. But then, we’re hardly objective. We’ve called this verdant corner of the Pacific Northwest home for decades. In fact, we grew up here—playing, camping and rafting our way from one side of these woods to the other.

So, not surprisingly, we’ve developed an undeniable appreciation for the land itself. And for the caliber of hand-crafted doors we’re able to produce when the planet’s finest natural resources are paired with the world’s best craftsmen.

In fact, it’s that unique union which has allowed us to become the largest manufacturer of wood doors in the United States. Each and every piece we produce is made right here. What’s more, because we live, work and play in the same forests that provide for our livelihood, we’re equally passionate about adhering to strict, sustainable, green harvesting practices. All so that both these forests and our company will be around for our grandkids to enjoy. Just like we do.
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Custom Order Wood Species
All of the doors listed in this literature are available in a variety of species on a special order basis.

In Stock Ready to Ship
Various standard sizes of the doors listed in this literature are in stock and ready for immediate shipment.

Filmed Glass
All of the stock doors listed in this literature come standard with film on the glass. This film eliminates the need to mask the door before painting. This film is not standard on special order doors, however it can be ordered on these special order doors.

Primer
All fir doors shown in this literature can be ordered pre-primed. Give us a day or two and we will apply two coats of primer to any of our in-stock fir doors. Special order primed doors are available as well and are typically made from poplar and/or MDF.
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urban chic
Urban Door Designs

City style and modern lines come together with timeless quality and wood craftsmanship to create our new Urban Door Collection.

So whether you are a city dweller living in an industrial loft, or a suburban sprawler with a sense of metro chic, Rogue Valley Door offers a unique selection of beautiful wood doors with clean geometric designs for city living.
When it’s time to make your big entrance, nothing creates a more beautiful statement than Rogue Valley Door products. Choose beautifully crafted decorative door designs made from fir, knotty alder, and oak that can be paired with elegant glass inserts. Make a welcoming statement about your home from the moment friends and family arrive, care of Rogue Valley Door.

**Dentil Shelves**

*Two distinctive Dentil Shelf designs are available for most any Rogue Valley Door.*
decorative

Custom Order,
Door: 4070 Willow,
Sidelight: 4705 with
Glue Chip Bevel Glass,
Transom: 6705 with
Clear Bevel Glass,
shown in Cherry

9901 SL  9917 TRADITIONS  9901 SL  9917 PASADENA
FIR  PATINA CAMING  FIR  PATINA OR ZINC CAMING
decorative
Custom Order,
Door: 4060,
Sidelights: 4750 shown in Knotty Alder with Catalina Glass

9901 SL
9936 TRADITIONS FIR PATINA CAMING
9901 SL
9936 TRADITIONS CHERRY PATINA CAMING
9901 SL
9936 PASADENA FIR PATINA OR ZINC CAMING
9901 SL
9936 PASADENA CHERRY PATINA OR ZINC CAMING
9901 SL
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DECORATIVE MADE IN OREGON
decorative

Custom Order,
Door 7170 (3/6 x 8/0)
shown in Cherry with Willow Glass
beaded panel
One look at our Beaded Panel Doors and you can see handcrafted quality workmanship is the hallmark of Rogue Valley Door. Beaded Panel Doors incorporate exquisite details highlighting the natural luster of these lovely fir doors. They are sure to add style to your home's exterior.

Beaded Panel Door Designs

Dentil Shelves
Two distinctive Dentil Shelf designs are available for most any Rogue Valley Door.
traditional

4632 (LOW-E) FIR
4662 (LOW-E) FIR
4662-A (LOW-E) FIR
4662 (LOW-E) KNOTTY ALDER
4662-A (LOW-E) KNOTTY ALDER

MADE IN OREGON
Traditional Door Designs

Create a magnificent first impression to set the tone for the rest of your home, with exquisitely crafted Rogue Valley Door Traditional Door Designs made from fir and knotty alder. These beautiful custom crafted doors can be hung as single or double entry doors and are in stock, ready to ship.

Dentil Shelves
Two distinctive Dentil Shelf designs are available for most any Rogue Valley Door.
18

Custom Order,
Door: 9662 shown
in Fir with Custom
1" SDL Bars

TRADITIONAL

ROGUE VALLEY DOOR RAPID SHIP

MADE IN OREGON
exterior panel
Create a designer look by installing matching exterior panel doors for your home. Rogue Valley Door Exterior Panel Door Designs are the perfect choice because they are crafted in a variety of architectural styles and available in fir, primed or knotty alder.
exterior french
Voila! Rogue Valley Door products are available in a number of styles to fit your home décor and are in stock, ready to ship. French Door Designs improve the elegance and sophistication of french doors and are offered in fir. Match the wood finish with your other home furnishings for a truly stylish look.
Custom Order,
Door: 4044-G Replace
top two panels with
Seedy Baroque.
Sidelight: 4702 with
Seedy Baroque shown
in Knotty Alder.
interior panel
Interior Panel Door Designs

Matching Interior Panel Door Designs throughout your home creates a cohesive and designer look. Custom crafted in a variety of architectural styles and available in fir, knotty alder, pine and primed.
Chalk Board Door Designs

Our multipurpose door designs appeal to your everyday needs. These functional doors come with magnetic chalk boards—perfect for the active family and are available in both fir and knotty alder.

Bi-fold Door Designs

Beautiful and functional, our closet doors provide classic styling, and durable construction to stand up to everyday use. Bi-fold pine panel doors are stocked with a raised panel design. They’re the perfect solution for full-sized closet openings, laundry rooms or other storage areas.
Rustic Alder Door Designs

The Rustic Pacific Coast Alder collection features classic exterior and interior door designs with a subtle sophistication and unique style all their own. These beautiful knotty alder doors are rich with character and traditional appeal, boasting exposed knots, color variations, and mineral streaks.

With simple design characteristics and a dramatic appearance, these doors often are complimented with details like exposed hinges and latches, as well as heavy duty doorknobs or handles.
fire rated
Rogue Valley Door provides fire doors with a 20 minute fire rating on all of our popular styles. These doors match their exterior and interior counterparts visually, allowing our customers to carry this beautiful line throughout their home, while complying with code requirements for the door between their house and garage. In addition to our popular 20 minute fire rating doors, 40, 60 and 90 minute designs are available by custom order.
interior french
French Door Designs

Voila! Interior French Door Designs are available in a number of styles to fit your home décor. Rogue Valley Door has improved the elegance and sophistication of French doors by offering them in fir, pine, knotty alder or primed. Match the wood finish with your other home furnishings for a truly stylish look.
interior french
custom doors
What is the difference between a tract house and a custom home? Many things. But one of the simplest ways to dramatize a home is with well designed interior and exterior doors from Rogue Valley Door. Among the finest quality wood doors available, Rogue Valley Door has a large selection of doors in stock and ready to ship. And for architects, builder-developers, or homeowners who require custom doors, we have amazing capabilities to match your specifications and deliver within weeks. Put the finishing touch on your unique home with highly complementary Rogue Valley Door.
Glass Treatments
available options

**White Laminate**
A multifunctional safety glazing material manufactured by sandwiching a white film between two clear glass panes.

**Satin**
Protect your privacy while allowing the light in. This translucent glass offers a semi-opaque effect.

**Clear**
A classic clear window pane treatment that is fully transparent.

**Mist Lite***
A tight criss cross treatment on a clear glass pane that is mostly opaque.

**Monumental**
A textured, fairly opaque, clear glass pattern.

**Grey**
A clear glass treatment with a subtle grey hue that is fully transparent.

**Delta Frost**
A classic thick frosted glass treatment with a vein-like texture that is fairly opaque.

**Rain**
A vertical treatment resembling raindrops that is fairly opaque.

**Seedy Baroque**
A clear glass with a scattered appearance and a baroque wash with asymmetrical curves.

**Bronze**
A clear glass treatment with light bronze undertones that is mostly transparent.

Wood Species
available options

Alder  Ash  Birch  Cherry  Fir  Hemlock
Hickory  Knotty Alder  Knotty Pine  Mahogany  Maple  Primed
Oak  Pine  Poplar  Walnut  White Oak  Custom Choice
Glass Treatments
available options

Reeded*
An elegant vertical line treatment that is fairly transparent.

Bevel
A clear, tempered glass with a striking beveled edge.

Evergreen
A clear glass treatment with subtle green highlights that is mostly transparent.

Obscure-PS16
A pebbled or “orange peel” treatment that is mostly opaque.

Glue Chip
A stylish frosted treatment that is fairly opaque.

Bamboo*
A unique pattern with vertical bamboo reeds and leaves. Fairly opaque. Not recommended for multi-light doors as the bamboo reeds will not line up.

Double Glue Chip
Glue chipped twice to obtain a denser, more concealing look than the standard glue chip.

Heavy Water
A clear pane with a distorted treatment that gives the illusion of being under water.

Solar Bronze
Reduce incoming light and protect your privacy. From the outside, this glass gives a mirror effect, while from the inside it gives a clear view of the outdoors with a slight bronze tint.

Cross Reed*
Vertical and horizontal reeds intersect in this clear, semi-transparent glass.

Sycamore
Leaf impressions offer soft obscurity while allowing an abundance of light to travel throughout the room.

Taffeta
Reminiscent of taffeta fabric, this radiant glass offers privacy without obscuring natural light.

IG w/Bronze GBG
Insulated glass divided by a bronze internal grid to simulate a door with multiple lights.

IG w/White GBG
Insulated glass divided by a white internal grid to simulate a door with multiple lights.

Safety Back Mirror also available
*These are NOT recommended on Multi Light Doors.

Caming Options

Patina (Black)
Zinc (Silver)
Brass (Gold)
RapidShip
IN-STOCK PROGRAM

Rogue Valley Door
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